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FOR RELIEF FROM COMMON STRESS & DISCOMFORT

Thank you for your purchase of the GIA Smart Strip Set, powered by GIA’s proprietary Energy Resonance Technology (ERT™).
Please read the following instructions to ensure proper use, as well as long term, repeat usability of your GIA Smart Strips.

Each Smart Strip Set Consists of:
1 ERT-Charged Patch 5.5 x 7.5” (Use for targeting larger areas of the body)
1 ERT-Charged Strip 1.9 x 6.8” (Use for neck, arms , legs and more)
3

ERT-Charged Circles 1.6” (Use for pinpointing specific areas of the body)

15 Smart Stix (Double-sided adhesive stickers for adhering Smart Strips to your body)
POWERED BY ERT™
The GIA ERT-charged Smart Strips are made with a neoprene-type material that is flexible, durable and reusable.
By energetically entraining the GIA Smart Strips with GIA’s proprietary Energy Resonance Technology (ERT), GIA
Wellness has revolutionized the way biofield-reinforcing frequencies are utilized by the body’s energy field. Through
ERT, the body’s natural biofield strength is optimized to a level where you can truly thrive.
HOW TO USE/APPLY YOUR SMART STRIPS
1 Choose the appropriate size Smart Strip for the area that you
would like to treat.
2 Peel one Smart Stix* (or more depending on the size of Smart
Strip being used) from the paper backing to expose the
adhesive.
3 Place the adhesive side of the Smart Stix on the non-logo’d side
of your Smart Strip.
4 Peel the white paper from the exposed side of the Smart Stix to
expose the adhesive.
5 Apply the Smart Strip with the adhesive side to the
area to be treated.
6 When not in use, remove the Smart Stix from the Smart Strips
and store in the original packaging.
* A medical-grade adhesive or wrap may be used in place of the

Smart Stix. Ex: skin-friendly adhesive tape, an ACE™ bandage, wrap, gauze, band aids, etc (not included in Smart Strip Set).

Care Instructions:
Provided you use and handle your
Smart Strips as directed, you should
not have to clean them. If you desire to
clean them anyway, please carefully
mist GIA i-H2O and gently wipe off any residue with a soft
cloth or a paper towel. Avoid showering, bathing and
perspiring while wearing your GIA Smart Strips, as exposure
to moisture may shorten the lifespan of your Smart Strips..

Smart Stix Reorder:
Find yourself in need of more Smart Stix? We have you
covered. Smart Stix are available in the following quantities:
SKU 892 - Smart Stix - 30 Pack Adhesives
SKU 893 - Smart Stix - 60 Pack Adhesives
SKU 894 - Smart Stix - 90 Pack Adhesives
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